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ARTICLE

The making of chalcolithic assembly places: Trypillia megasites as materialized consensus among equal strangers?

Marco Nebbia, Bisserka Gaydarska, Andrew Millard and John Chapman

ABSTRACT
In the last decade, we have witnessed a second methodological revolution in research into the Trypillia megasites of Ukraine – the largest sites in fourth-millennium BC Europe and possibly the world. However, these methodological advances have not been accompanied by parallel advances in the understanding of the nature and development of the megasites. New data have led to a ‘tipping point’ which leads us to reject the traditional interpretation of megasites as long-term centres permanently occupied by tens of thousands of people.

The contention of the alternative approach is the temporary, short-term dwelling of much smaller populations at megasites such as Nebelivka. In this article, the authors present two alternative models for the gradual emergence of the highly structured plan of the Trypillia megasite.
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Introduction
There is a paradox at the heart of the ‘megasite’ phenomenon of the Cucuteni-Trypillia group, which covers 200,000 km² in Eastern Romania, Moldova and Ukraine (Figure 1) over almost two millennia (4800–2800 BC). On the one hand, the megasites constituted the largest, planned settlements in fourth-millennium BC Europe, with site sizes up to 320 ha and estimated house numbers of almost 3000 on one site (Majdanetske: Müller et al. 2016). Their size, distinctive concentric settlement planning and signs of social complexity have reinforced the maximalists’ view of massive, permanent, long-term dwelling, leading some specialists to recognize them as the earliest cities in Eurasia. On the other hand, there is little evidence for the material or social differentiation expected from early cities. The houses fall within a similar size range and there is a paucity of prestige goods of copper, Spondylus or stone. Even more unexpected were the results of recent Anglo-Ukrainian research at Nebelivka, which produced no evidence of settlement hierarchy or the strong human impact on the local forest-steppe environment expected to result from intensive dwelling. In short, there is a mismatch between the interpretation of a permanent, massive, long-term settlement, and the settlement, environmental and material evidence pointing to something smaller and less permanent.

In this article, we confront this paradox of the Trypillia megasites through models of the foundation, development and abandonment of a very different form of megasite – one more in common with assembly places. We should not underestimate the difficulties in such a task; after all, it seems counter-factual to suggest that (a) the largest sites in fourth-millennium BC Europe...
could be anything but settled on a permanent and long-term basis; (b) the highly developed planning principles found on all of the >200-ha megasites and most of the >100-ha sites betoken anything but a formally created settlement space underpinned by occupation of the whole site; and (c) the complex architecture and finds assemblages of the houses were built for the long-term comfort of families rather than short-term seasonal visits. But the evidential base has shifted, triggering a reinterpretation of the megasites (Chapman 2017).

Summary of Trypillia settlement investigations

There are now several accessible accounts of the discovery and investigation of Trypillia megasites (chapters in Menotti and Korvin-Piotrovskiy 2012; Chapman et al. 2014b: Chapman, Gaydarska, and Hale 2016; Kruts 2012; chapters in Müller, Rassmann, and Videiko 2016a) to complement accounts in Russian or Ukrainian (Videiko 2013). Thomas Kuhn (1970) divided the history of science into periods of ‘normal science’ interspersed by conceptual changes which reset the whole field. Following Kuhn, the history of megasite investigations may be divided into three stages of innovation, separated by long periods of ‘normal’ excavation (Table 1).

In the first stage, the key discovery was the association of burnt houses with Trypillia pottery. In the first methodological revolution, the discovery of massive sites on aerial photographs led to fieldwork necessary to confirm their Trypillian date. The new style of geophysical investigations was a key element of the second methodological revolution, enabling the only complete plan of a megasite so far (Figure 2). The complete plan of Nebelivka, and the largely complete plans of Majdanetske and Taljanky, permit the detailed analysis of the constituent parts of the plan, whether groups of houses (‘neighbourhoods’) or groups of neighbourhoods (‘quarters’), in terms of the accordances with, or divergences from, planning principles. It is this advance which has
enabled a clearer picture of the growth of a megasite which was simply not possible with the older geophysical plans. The critical re-assessment of the Trypillia settlement pattern also provides the wider regional context for the megasite phenomenon (Nebbia 2017).

It should be noted that, as early as the 1990s, a division among Trypillia specialists emerged on the fundamental nature of megasites – urban and comparable to the first cities in the Near East (Videiko 1997) or ‘large villages’ that fell far short of urban status (Kruts 2003; Korvin-Piotrovskiy 2003). This article does not intend to review the huge diversity of views of what megasites constitute but, rather, intends to examine alternatives to the widely held maximalist position. As many as nine different lines of evidence have led us to new understandings of the megasites (Chapman 2017; Gaydarska and Chapman 2016) (Table 2).

Considered individually, these arguments are relatively damaging to the maximalist hypothesis; taken together, they provide a cogent case for considering alternatives to this model (Chapman 2017). Before we consider those alternatives, we look at ways in which Nebelivka developed as an assembly place.

**Nebelivka as an assembly place**

The minimalist view identifies megasites as seasonal agglomeration centres – congregation sites hosting the central summer gatherings of the Trypillia annual calendar, with visitors from many smaller sites. Megasites differ from many of the assembly places presented in this issue insofar as they become massive meeting places with a self-structuring plan, whose quarters and neighbourhoods provided intimate, local identities. What we expect from a superficial study of a megasite plan turns out to be hyperbolic in scale and size: we need to look at the constituent elements more closely. Even though megasites have the appearance of permanence, their core temporality is seasonal, underpinned more by motives of assembly than practices of dwelling, though both were present.

The central component of the models discussed here concerns the relationship between the ‘locals’ and the ‘visitors’. The ‘locals’ consisted of a small permanent population who dwelt at, and

---

**Table 1. The main stages of investigation of Trypillia megasites.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE OF INVESTIGATION</th>
<th>KEY CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>SITE EXAMPLES</th>
<th>REFERENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discovery stage (1890s–1900s)</td>
<td>Discovery of Trypillia sites defined by burnt houses; comparison of painted pottery to other European Neolithic painted wares</td>
<td>Trypillia</td>
<td>Khvojka 1901, ‘1904, Von Stern 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First period of ‘normal’ excavation</td>
<td>Discovery of hundreds of new Trypillia settlements; excavation of representative samples</td>
<td>Vladimirovka/Volodimyrivka</td>
<td>Passek 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First methodological revolution</td>
<td>First aerial images of megasites; ground-truthing of megasites; first geophysical investigations, with targeted excavation of house-shaped anomalies</td>
<td>Taljanky; Majdanetske</td>
<td>Dudkin 1978; Ellis 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second period of ‘normal’ excavation</td>
<td>Large-scale excavations on two of largest sites; geophysical plans of other sites; refinement of Trypillia ceramic typo-chronology</td>
<td>Taljanky; Majdanetske</td>
<td>Shmaglij and Videiko 1990; Kruts 1990; Ryzhov 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second methodological revolution (2009 – present)</td>
<td>Improved geophysical methods, leading to more accurate plans; discovery of new features (assembly houses, pits, kilns, ditches, paths) and groups of features; use of AMS dating, pollen and phytolith analysis; spatial analysis of megasite plans</td>
<td>Nebelivka; Taljanky; Majdanetske; Dobrovody; Apolianka</td>
<td>Chapman et al. 2014; 2014a; Rassmann et al. 2014; chapters in Müller, Rassmann, and Videiko 2016a; Hale et al. 2017, 2018; Hale, Millard 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
maintained, the central site and who contributed their own subsistence labour for out-of-season dwelling. The ‘visitors’ mostly came from up to 100 km from many small settlements, bringing their own pottery, figurines, animals, food and salt, building their own houses and burning them after one or many visits. In time, the ‘visitors’ came to outnumber the ‘locals’ but the success of

Figure 2. Digitized plan of the Nebelivka geophysical survey. The main architectural features are displayed: ‘regular houses’ (grey), ‘mega houses’ (red), ‘mega-structure’ (green) and external ditch (black) M. Nebbia.
such an assembly place depended upon the readiness of visitors to merge their own community identities with the identity of the megasite, at least seasonally.

The co-habitation of people who knew each other well from dwelling together and relative ‘strangers’ who had participated in loose settlement networks meant a challenging and by no means frictionless initial social environment, in which commitment to a common identity was crucial to the success of the assembly. A major boost to integration came from the widely shared, pre-existing heritage materialized in three facets of the Trypillia social environment – houses, painted pottery and figurines – which together constitute the Trypillian ‘Big Other’. The Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Žižek has discussed Lacan’s idea of the ‘Big Other’ – something which is sufficiently general and significant to attract the support of most members of society but, at the same time, sufficiently ambiguous to allow the kinds of localized alternative interpretations that avoid constant schismatic behaviour (Žižek 2007). The notion is discussed by Sheila Kohring (2012) as a link between the structuring of a group’s symbolic world and its creation of material traditions; it also maps onto Peter Jordan’s (2003) ideas of the ways that community values are etched onto the landscapes by routines of movement, exploitation and consumption and Stephen Gudeman’s (2001) emphasis on the formation of the ‘commons’ as a community value. Even if the objects and structures built at Nebelivka were somewhat different in detail from those in home communities, there would have been a general familiarity with the styles of material culture which could have helped to bridge social gaps between different groups (Chapman and Gaydarska 2018).

As important as shared material culture identity was the potential for the emergence of group identities from participation in common tasks performed specifically at the assembly place. The construction of the two principal parts of the megasite – the built-up area and the central empty space – showed the simultaneous construction of two different identities: while the built-up areas were an expression of different communities and social groups coming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF NEW DATA</th>
<th>SUMMARY OF CONTENTS</th>
<th>IMPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megasite planning</td>
<td>Great variations in planning of quarters and neighbourhoods</td>
<td>Bottom-up development rather than top-down imposition of traditional plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly house planning</td>
<td>Great variations in planning and burning of assembly houses; rarity of special finds in the mega-structure</td>
<td>As above; heterarchical rather than hierarchical planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar stress</td>
<td>Calculation of four to five decision-making levels (sensu Johnson [1982]) for coeval occupation of 1500 houses</td>
<td>Argument against coeval dwelling of such a large number of houses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilns and cooking places</td>
<td>Dispersed distribution of kilns at Taljanky and Majdanetske (Korvin-Piotrovsky et al. 2016); communal cooking for feasts rather than kiln at Nebelivka</td>
<td>Decentralized pottery production, showing heterarchical organization; feasting provision fits assembly model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement pattern</td>
<td>The absence of small or medium-size coeval sites in the Nebelivka micro-region (10 km radius)</td>
<td>The absence of a hinterland – often considered critical for urban growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arable technology</td>
<td>The lack of evidence for either extensification or intensification of arable practices</td>
<td>Argument against innovations to cope with massive, permanent population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling salt requirements</td>
<td>Estimates for the provision of salt for populations of &gt;10,000 indicate hundreds of tons of salt per annum (Chapman and Gaydarska 2003)</td>
<td>Beyond the capabilities of prehistoric societies, this logistical challenge argues for much smaller populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental programme</td>
<td>The house-building and -burning experiment showed burning a house required up to 10x more fuel than timber to build it (Johnston 2018)</td>
<td>Coeval burning of 1500 houses at the end of the occupation would have left a massive environmental signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human impact studies</td>
<td>The Nebelivka 1B pollen core showed minor human impact (five indices) before, after and during the megasite occupation (Albert 2018)</td>
<td>The minor human impact is a strong argument against massive, permanent populations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
together, the construction of the empty space in the middle materialized the megasite supra-community identity in a project of unprecedented scale. We propose that the central open space became an important part of the Trypillia Big Other, functioning as a ‘social safety valve’ that facilitated the co-habitation of people occasionally suffering from tensions and discord, even for a limited amount of time (Smith 2008, 218). Likewise, Moore (2017, 290) emphasizes the importance of large open spaces for meetings in large oppidum-type settlements in the European Late Iron Age.

Several other practices were identity-forming. Digging the perimeter ditch provided the spatial definition of the entire assemblage community, while the use of communal labour and skills from several families and perhaps different visiting groups formed more local identities through house-building, which included digging large pits for clay. These pits became the foci of shared ritual performances of deposition of quotidian and special objects. Another key Trypillia practice, well known to visitors from their own settlements, was the burning of the dwelling-house at the end of the house cycle (Johnston 2018). The collection of resources for such an event created local bonds, while the performative effects of the burning could be shared more widely with everyone living at that time in the assembly place. Each new ditch segment, house-burning or pit-deposition prompted a re-alignment of social relationships and alliances (Souvatzi 2009).

A last ritual practice which gained increasing importance through the life-cycle of the megasite was its emergence as a place with an accumulation of ancestral traces. We estimate that, in 9% of the cases, house-burning left a low but visible mound of burnt debris, whose location became incorporated into mental maps of the megasite and which could be drawn upon in ancestral rituals or memories of past congregation because they were the most obvious visual links to previous dwelling practices (Figure 3). As the number of house-mounds increased with time, these ceremonies became an increasingly important part of community identity. To what extent did the fame of megasites depend upon the elaboration of such ancestral identities?

Another significant development in megasite research concerns the absolute dating of the three largest megasites – Taljanki, Majdanetske and Nebelivka – which lie relatively close to one another at 25 km and 12 km as the crow flies. The relative chronological insights afforded by pottery typology have hitherto suggested that Nebelivka, with pottery of the early stage of the Nebelivska Phase BII only, was earlier than the other two sites, where only Phase CI pottery of the

Figure 3. Memory mounds at Nebelivka: (a) early stage; (b) later stage) (B. Gaydarska).
Tomashivka group was deposed (Müller et al. 2016; Figure 4). Moreover, the typological model proposed a gap of three stages between the end of Nebelivka and the start of Taljanki, with Majdanetske the latest of the three sites.

With significant numbers of radiocarbon dates from Nebelivka (n = 81; Millard 2018) and Majdanetske (n = 28; Müller et al. [2016]), though fewer from Taljanki (n = 11; Rassamakin and Menotti [2011]), it is now possible to test this pottery chronology using Bayesian modelling. The results show that occupation at Majdanetske started before the end of occupation at Nebelivka (Figure 4). Occupation at Taljanki probably started before the end of occupation at Nebelivka, and certainly before the end of occupation at Majdanetske. The uncertainties in the radiocarbon dating do not allow us to determine which of the three sites was occupied first. This implies that, at times, two out of the three largest megasites were in coeval occupation, and it is likely that, for a short time, all three were coeval. The implication is that there may well have been a dynamic relationship of competition to attract visitors to three megasites, with groups eventually moving away from Nebelivka to the other sites.

**The process of creating a megasite**

The centre of megasite developments was the Southern Bug-Dniepr (SBD) territory. Knowledge of this region was acquired and transmitted from the initial Phase A of the Trypillia group (Figure 1). The occupation of the SBD interfluve represented the Eastern ‘frontier’ of the first Trypillian dwellers, whose settlement extended from the foothills of the Carpathian range into predominantly the major river basins (Dniester and Southern Bug). The place-value of that region (Bender 2002; Tilley 1994; Chapman 2012) influenced the creation of massive assembly-places showing a special bond to the SBD landscape. The continuous occupation of that territory for about 1000 years, and the development of the largest sites in Europe at that time, made the SBD interfluve a territory that people recognized and ‘marked’ in order to identify themselves too (Strathern 1988). These megasites represented the making of a new identity that was materialized in settlement construction.

The triggers for the origins of megasites remain a topic under consideration (Diachenko 2016; Videiko 2013; Kruts 1989). In a preliminary formulation, we can suggest that the increasing site
numbers and sizes in the SBD zone in Phase BII over those of Phase BI created a new dynamic in their social networks because of the growing proportion of settlements reaching the nucleation limits set by relatively inefficient arable practices (set at 35-ha: Shukurov et al. [2015]). This issue triggered two responses, both seeking to establish stronger buffering mechanisms to cope with bad harvests (Halstead and O’Shea 1989): a novel emphasis on clusters of sites (Figure 5(b)), which enabled closer co-operation and exchange, and a more formal response involving the establishment of assembly places for the development of longer-term exchange relations and closer kinship ties. The increasing level of site clustering occurring across the entire Trypillia zone (Figure 5) began in phase BII, peaking in phase CI.

Elsewhere, we have developed a way of measuring the centrality of Trypillia megasites among the Phase BII settlement system of smaller settlements (Nebbia 2017). Looking at different scales of

Figure 5. Hypothetical reconstruction of the first organization of Nebelivka, showing quarters (M. Nebbia).
site clustering and at how the size of megasites represented statistical outliers along the dimension of site size, we can argue that these can be construed as social aggregation outliers. People coming from afar assembled for the first time at an unprecedented scale. This distance can be set at ~100 km – the scale at which the megasites sizes were statistical outliers within the distribution of site sizes. For almost 1000 years, this scale represented the distance at which megasites constituted central, special assembly places (Nebbia 2017). This meant that they were able to contribute to improved subsistence buffering mechanisms on a broad spatial scale.

At first sight, the plan of Nebelivka reveals a significant degree of spatial organization (Chapman and Gaydarska 2016; Chapman, Gaydarska, and Hale 2016). This complex layout will have been predicated upon an initial order that would have embodied the germ of the complete site plan without necessarily predicting the ultimate size and layout of the site. Here we combine this starting assumption of relatively unconstrained growth potential with a model of the social development of the key elements of the plan – the neighbourhoods and quarters. In the past, these units have mostly been associated with the concept of urban settlement (Glass 1948; M.E. Smith 2010), but, more recently, scholars have started discussing the growth of neighbourhoods in complex but not necessarily urban settlements (M.E. Smith et al. 2015). In this sense, we can argue that the development of neighbourhoods is not only a sign of settlement complexity but is also related to the many small village components of the megasite. The reconstruction displayed in Figure 6 represents a possible initial occupation of the megasite of Nebelivka, with its hypothetical settlement plan consistent with the overall final layout of the site.

A dual identity lay at the basis of the social organization that developed on the megasites and which supported their growth and duration for almost a millennium: the pre-existing identities brought onto the megasite by visitors from their own communities and the emergent megasite identity. The differences between community identities and the new megasite identity were probably stronger in the initial phase of megasite formation. Both their negotiation and clarification were important influences on the main trajectories of megasite development.

The wide-ranging social catchment of megasites in the BII phase was probably characterized by a substantial diversity of site groups, which, in earlier times and given the considerable geographical distances separating them, rarely interacted on more than a short-term (daily or weekly) basis. Hence, the close face-to-face interaction occurring at megasites emphasizes those diversities.

Figure 6. Spatial distribution of Trypillia settlements by phase (M. Nebbia).
to the point where the emergence of intra-megasite social groupings became highly probable. Whether these differences became problematic is a topic well worth investigating (see below). To a great degree, the house-building programme facilitated the self-organization of the entire site as people naturally interacted with acquaintances (Anthony 1997). In this way, community identity was reproduced in the megasite, reinforced or challenged by interactions between different groups. Each community or group of communities reproduced, within negotiated limits, their own settlement practices through the sharing of facilities and resources within neighbourhoods and quarters. In the later CI phase, the greater experience amongst Trypillia populations of visiting megasites coincided with an increasing level of site clustering; the latter stimulated a stronger group identity among villagers who were interacting more closely as well as potentially meeting on megasites such as Taljanki and Majdanetske. We expect this to lead to more differentiated quarters and perhaps neighbourhoods than at Nebelivka.

An initial minimum spacing between groups served as a deterrent for friction and disputes between different visiting groups (Figures 2 and 6). This can then be identified at the level of quarters, that may have represented groups of more closely related visitors within the megasite, as well as by the construction of larger buildings – the assembly houses – resulting in their regular distribution along the perimeter of the megasite. The assembly houses could have represented nodal references and landmarks for the nested development and clustering of neighbourhoods and quarters (Figure 6). The largest assembly house – the so-called ‘mega-structure’ – was built on one of the main entrances of the megasite. Wust and Barreto (1999, 15) remind us that location as well as monumentality can be an expression of social differentiation. It is proposed that the local group in charge of the organization and coordination of collective activities at Nebelivka built and controlled the mega-structure and lived in the quarter built around the mega-structure.

Overall, the megasite formation process shows a number of different, but interrelated, trajectories towards the development of new identities along with the reinforcement of old ones. The different processes carried both bottom-up and top-down connotations that can be seen at different spatial scales. Top-down processes included a level of social organization within the inter-regional domain, which co-ordinated visits to the mega-site and made general decisions on the planning of the site, including the allocation of specific locations where to build the site (inside the perimeter ditch) and the selection of different places for the establishment of neighbourhoods clustered in quarters. The large empty middle space was collectively incorporated into the design of the whole settlement. Its administration and management could have fostered both social cohesion and discord, especially in the absence of a robust social hierarchy not strong enough to enforce decisions.

Bottom-up processes were equally important and included the acknowledgement of the regional organization by the population, the creation of a new megasite identity by early visiting groups and the local development of neighbourhoods and quarters through self-organization and the sharing of resources for house-building. Typically for complex societies, food, goods and work remained, for the most part, within the local decision-making domain (M.L. Smith 2012). In this sense, the household domain or, in the case of megasites, even neighbourhoods, maintained a degree of productive autonomy within the agglomerated dwelling experience of the megasite.

The constant tension between local, bottom-up processes and higher-level, top-down decision-making was a major factor in the way that Nebelivka developed as a differentiated site with much local architectural variability within an overall plan recognizable from all of the other megasites. As the number of visitors grew, this tension would have increased through scalar stress and as a result of increasing differences between locals, small site units with long settlement histories at the megasite and later arrivals. Visiting groups who sought to define themselves as ‘different’ from
other groups, although still within the canon of the Big Other, may have created tensions which led to disputes and the abandonment of some households or even neighbourhoods.

Elsewhere in time and space, the overall preference of clusters of small sites in the rest of the Trypillia area of influence (viz., outside the SBD Territory) suggests the development of stronger community group identities rather than a single megasite community one. Here, sites tended to self-organize into groups without massive assembly-places. During phase CII, the time of megasite abandonment was related to a noticeable Northerly shift away from the SBD interfluve (Figure 7). Remarkably, though, sites still showed agglomeration up to a size of 100 ha, thus showing how community identity transcended the collapse of megasite identities. This can be construed as evidence for the general tendency of Trypillia populations towards a more egalitarian, site-based society rather than a stronger political structure (Diachenko 2016a).

In summary, this approach proposes a seasonal, dual structure, where egalitarian communities developed a form of supra-community/inter-regional social organization and co-ordination producing, and produced by, collective gatherings in special assemblies at the megasites. The self-organizational nature of this model makes the Trypillia case a plausible example of Chalcolithic heterarchy (Crumley 1995; DeMarrais 2016; Gaydarska 2016). A good analogy would be the continued presence in large central sites (‘oppida’) of what Moore (2017, 294–295) terms ‘rural’ settlement forms built by/for independent extended households whose social power was partly based on their organization of work parties. Additionally, the seasonal component made it a more sustainable organizational structure than a permanent social structure, since the tensions and frictions emerging from a ranked society declined at the end of the collective phase of the calendar. The lack of monumental architecture and the paucity of prestige goods, together with an undeveloped mortuary domain in which to display differences in social status, constitute the main arguments against a permanent, ranked socio-political organization for the Trypillia population. More likely, an inter-regional decision-making political body developed during collective gathering events for the seasonal megasite co-ordination of a generally egalitarian society.

Figure 7. Distribution of Trypillia CII sites. The map has been updated with data collected from Manzura (2005) (M. Nebbia).
Modelling the annual Nebelivka congregation

If we can propose a general process of dwelling at Nebelivka linking social practices to settlement plan, can this be operationalized in models of settlement duration and the number of houses built and burnt on the megasite? The parameters of such a model concern the most probable duration of occupation (150 years, here divided into five 30-year generations); the estimated number of quarters (14); the estimated number of neighbourhoods (153); the total number of houses built (1446); and the number of those houses burnt (1078). A key feature of any model was conformity with the results of the Nebelivka Core IB (Albert 2018), which showed that there were no massive peaks of deforestation and burning, as proxies for house-building or burning. Two Models were developed using these parameters.

The variables in Model A consisted of the number of new houses built per generation, the number of houses abandoned in each generation (assuming no abandonments in the first generation), the number of houses which were occupied in the following generation (the continuity index: this was inapplicable in the first-generation settlement of a given Quarter), the total number of houses in use per generation and the number of houses yet to be built in that Quarter. The rules of this model stipulated that the first occupation consisted of 100–150 people per quarter, living in houses constituting one-third of the total houses in the quarter. In the first generation, the number of houses built equalled the number of houses in use. The fraction of houses showing continuity from an earlier generation was not allowed to fall below c.15% of the total houses in the quarter. This recognized the likelihood of repeat visits of some groups to the congregation. The proportion of houses abandoned was allowed to vary between 10% and 20%. New quarters were settled each generation. For consistency, the trajectory of first-generation quarter K was replicated for second-generation quarter B and third-generation quarter C. Internal growth was limited to 2% per annum but the number of additional houses was usually equalled by the number of houses abandoned in any generation. Thus, increases in the size of the megasite were largely driven by higher visitor numbers. The number of houses occupied over more than one generation and the number of new houses built in any generation was allowed to fluctuate within the given limiting factors.

Running Model A showed a slow to moderate increase in the number of new houses, their abandonment index, the house continuity index and the total number of houses in use from the first to the fourth generation (Supplementary Table 1 and Figure 8). In these four generations, the proportion of new houses in each generation rarely rose above one-third of the total houses per quarter; likewise, the abandonment index remained at below 20%, with continuity rising above 20% on only one occasion (fourth-generation quarter K). However, the price for such modest growth, which fitted the human impact profile so well, came in the fifth generation. In these three decades, a high peak in houses built and abandoned is required to account for the total number of houses/burnt houses. In 10 of the 14 quarters, this Model could not account for sufficient new houses for the requisite abandonment index. This slow-growth multi-focal model was thus rejected.

Model B shared many of the parameters of Model A, except that five quarters were initiated in the first generation, five more in the second and four more in the third generation, producing a ‘full’ settlement plan with all areas occupied (Supplementary Table 2 & Figure 9). While new houses were built up to the fourth generation, there was no new building in the last generation. In comparison with Model A, the trajectory of Model B (Figure 10) began with a much larger number of houses in four quarters rather than one. With an estimated six people per house, the
Nebelivka population grew to over a thousand in 30 years, with c.100 people in 15 houses as permanent ‘guardians’ and the remainder visiting for one month in July or August. The model suggests visitors came to Nebelivka from 30 to 60 small sites.

In the second generation, the building of new houses exceeded abandonment in already settled quarters, with a tenth to a fifth of houses still occupied. This led to a doubling of the number of active houses, implying a population of over 2600 people spread over 10 quarters (Figures 9 and 10). The popularity of the Nebelivka Congregation increased, attracting visitors from perhaps 100 small sites.

The foundation of the final four quarters stimulated a new high in house numbers in the third generation. The highest proportion of new build – over half the houses – was found in the newly settled quarters, with new build much lower in established quarters. However, house abandonment rates exceeded house continuity rates in six quarters.

Although growth rates declined in the fourth generation, this time showed a peak in house numbers at 648 houses, suggesting a total of over 300 permanent ‘guardians’ and almost 3600 visitors. As in the third generation, most of the new build was concentrated in the newly settled quarters. The highest proportions of active houses were also reached in the fourth generation, notably in those quarters founded in the previous generation. However, house abandonment exceeded house continuity in seven quarters, as against the four quarters with higher continuity measures.

In the last generation of the Nebelivka congregation, the absence of new building produced the first fall in the number of active houses. Abandonment rates fell within the range of houses in established quarters in previous generations, while all the houses in use represented continuity from the fourth generation.

Thus, the three major features of Model B comprise a major growth in house numbers from the first to the third generation, a levelling-off in the fourth generation and a steep decline in the last generation. The number of abandoned houses showed an increase from the first to the fourth generation, with a subsequent decline. By contrast, the only index with a continuous increase over all five generations was the continuity index, showing the importance of the built heritage at
Nebelivka. This index may be taken as a proxy for the continuity of visitors from the same or related villages over the long term.

How does Model B compare with the key absence of major peaks in human impact? The highest total of newly built houses occurred in the third generation, with 452 houses constructed over 30 years. If the total of 256 abandoned houses, perhaps two-thirds of them burnt, is added to this sum, we reach a total of 708 houses – 452 built, 171 burnt and 85 abandoned and left standing. The annual requirement for timber for building can be estimated at c.190 m$^3$, while c.600 m$^3$ of firewood would have been required to burn the houses (Johnston 2018). Kruts (1989) has estimated the timber yield of 1 ha of forest at 300 m$^3$: this annual building and burning implies an estimated forest clearance of less than 3 ha of woodland (cf. Ohlrau et al. 2016). Given that these estimates represent the maximum annual build-and-burn timber requirements in Model B, it seems likely that this model would not have produced a major human impact on the Nebelivka

Figure 9. Expansion of the settlement of Quarters, Model B, by 30-year generations: (a) 1st generation (yellow ovals); (b) 2nd generation (green ovals); and (c) 3rd generation (red ovals) (J. Chapman).
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environment, which was, however, periodically affected by minor deforestation episodes of the type shown in the pollen diagram (Albert 2018).

Thus, Model B shows that it is possible to model the five-generational life of the megasite in a manner fitting all of the Nebelivka parameters – primarily the number of houses built and burnt and the absence of human impact peaks in its 150-year forest history. The weakness of the rejected alternative Model A was the slow incremental growth of new houses, which would have led to an unsubstantiated massive human impact in the fifth generation.

**Discussion**

Recent reasons for the emergence of megasites have tended to emphasize military/strategic issues of nucleation for defence against other units (Videiko 2013; cf. critique: Chapman 2017). However, questioning the ‘maximalist’ model opens up the question of the origins of assemblies to new, non-military thinking. While each megasite appears to be a new foundation, they were certainly not based on a *tabula rasa*, with early settlers bringing both an attachment to and deep knowledge of the SBD region, achieved cumulatively by over a millennium of prior settlement, as well as the communalities of the Trypillia Big Other and a prior history of large settlements in Phases A and B1. The largest Phase B1 sites – nucleated small sites of 60 – 120 ha in size and often 10 – 20 km apart – exceeded the subsistence limits of the low-intensity Trypillia agriculture (Shukurov et al. 2015), opening up the possibility of seasonal agglomerations enabling a more robust subsistence buffering as well as a variety of social advantages. An alternative to assembly sites in Phase BII was the formation of local settlement clusters, in which close kin relationships maintained an effective form of subsistence buffering (Halstead and O’Shea 1989). But the larger assembly places clearly offered social advantages of ever-wider contacts which would have been advantageous in long-distance exchange of salt, Prut-Dniester flint and manganese and graphite for pot-painting.

Two aspects of the emergence of megasites are reminiscent of Igor Kopytoff’s (1987) internal African frontier model – first, the reproduction of assemblies from the bricolage of existing villages, including both mental models of what constitutes a ‘good’ society based upon previous

---

*Figure 10. Trajectory of Model B by 30-year generations (J. Chapman).*
experiences and the material traces of the Big Other; and, secondly, the relationship between first-comers and late-comers. The first residents of a megasite, and their descendants would have maintained their first-comer status throughout the later life of the megasite, with implied differences in status from late-comers. The Nebelivka Model B proposes a mix of 100 locals and 900 visitors over the first generation, with both key spatial forms – the neighbourhood and the quarter – in place. The founding of the five quarters proposed in the first generation would have given an indication of the shape and size of the eventual settlement, as well as an idea of the scope of the inner empty space for the principal communal practices of the assembly.

According to Model B, there was a gradual increase in the number of visitors in the second generation, when the traditional practice of house-burning appeared for the first time at Nebelivka. The communal tasks of house-building and -burning and the digging of the perimeter ditch and the many clay pits showed an expanding commitment to an overarching megasite identity. But this was just one aspect of the dual identity of megasites (the top-down aspect), with the bottom-up aspect of community identities just as important and manifested in the creation of more neighbourhoods, the formation of more quarters and the incorporation of site-based practices into seasonal assemblies. In Nebelivka Model B, minor inter-generational differences in status provided a dynamic for where to build and near which neighbours to build new houses – near first-comers or close to one’s own settlement group.

The peak of new building and house-burning in the third generation required timber and fuel from a relatively small area of 3 ha of mature woodland. These increased rates of house-building would have transformed the megasite, with the appearance of many new neighbourhoods and the expansion of old ones. The consistent continuous rise of the continuity index shows the importance of the building heritage to both locals and visitors. Another transformation of the megasite concerned the slow accretion of memory mounds across the site, marking the location of previous houses and therefore ancestors (Figure 3). By the later decades of the megasite, perhaps as many as 75 mounds were a visible materialization of the ancestors. Both of these transformations provided a forum for the settling of disputes during the assembly; other ways of handling scalar stress included families moving to remote parts of the megasite and the defusing of tension through dispersal at the end of the festival. Those organizing the assembly still had relatively weak authority, perhaps insufficient to settle serious issues.

In maximalist models, megasites collapsed under the weight of invasions, critical logistical issues or the sustained deterioration to the local landscape. The assembly scenario looks rather different, with Model B proposing a reduction in visitors to 1800 people, no creation of a new quarter and a steep decline in house-building to zero. Three factors may be implicated. The internal factor relates to local challenges to the social order, with a gradually weaker authority losing the capacity to resolve problems. Another factor may have been the weakening of the Trypillia Big Other, clearly exemplified in the expansion of house-building to take over most of the central open space at Majdanetske (Rassmann et al. 2016, Fig. 25). The external factor concerns the modelling of the AMS dates from what could transpire to be coeval assemblies at Nebelivka, Majdanetske and Taljanki. The most likely outcome is a competitive domain, where communities abandoned Nebelivka in favour of an alternative assembly. This would rate as an example of a negative feedback loop, in which news of less favourable social relations at Nebelivka were widely transmitted by word of mouth and led to a widespread shift to the other two sites.

The narratives evolving out of the site biography of the Nebelivka assembly provide convergence between three different approaches to the question of megasites – the landscape, the place and the social relations. The social frameworks of those Trypillia communities which provided visitors to the assembly were carried with the visitors into the megasite, to be drawn upon (or not) in the creation of
local neighbourhoods and quarters. The tensions between the visitors’ site-based identities and local megasite identities remain as a likely driver for long-term tensions and collapse.

Conclusions

The critique of the maximalist model of Trypillia megasites has prompted different approaches to these extraordinary sites, in which seasonal summer assemblies were the primary motivation for the construction of the megasite of Nebelivka. Although giving the appearance of permanence, megasites were far less totally occupied than in the previous hypothesis. Four principal conclusions may be offered:

1. A dual-identity form of social organization was most likely at Nebelivka, with the visitors’ local community identities transposed onto neighbourhood identities and a gradual commitment to an independent megasite identity. These twin forms of identity were in tension with each other throughout the duration of the occupation and may well have contributed to its decline.

2. The earliest settlers and visitors brought important elements of their local cultural and natural history to Nebelivka, including a deep knowledge of the South Bug-Dniester landscape, the communal Trypillia Big Other consisting of houses, pottery and figurines, and specific local site traditions which were woven into Nebelivka’s neighbourhood identities.

3. Modelling of the basic parameters of the Nebelivka megasite (duration of occupation, number of houses built and burnt) showed that a scenario with a slow start and a major expansion in the fifth generation (Model A) could not satisfy the megasite parameters, while the second model (Model B) matched the parameters with a trajectory with far more initial visitors and a steep decline in building activity in the fifth generation.

4. The strong probability of coeval occupations at two or even three of the largest megasites (Nebelivka, Taljanki and Majdanetske) is based on the latest AMS Bayesian modelling, raising the likelihood of competition between these assembly places. In concert with internal tensions and potential changes to the Trypillia Big Other, this external competition may well have contributed to the collapse of the Nebelivka megasite.

Notes

1. For details of Bayesian modelling, see Supplementary Materials.
2. Although here we are discussing seasonal movements rather than migrations, Anthony (1997) stresses the vital role of family or kinship ties during migrations.
3. There were several reasons for the abandonment of a house: (1) internal intra-neighbourhood disputes; (2) protests against freeloaders (viz., households not contributing to common subsistence or ritual requests); (3) a response to a significant death by burning their house; and (4) in the later generations, increased competition between coeval megasites, drawing some of the Nebelivka congregation to Majdanetske and possibly also Taljanki (see above).
4. For full details, see Supplementary Materials.
5. NB: the pollen evidence for pre-Nebelivka agriculture which currently lacks an artefactual signature.
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